BB
with Tricia Brennan
Tricia draws on her clairvovant

ability and extraordinary
intuition to get right to th6
heart of your problems.
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LOOK AFTER NUMBER ONE
My relationship ended recenfly and
lfeel confused and hurt. lfeel we still
have a lot to be resolved. We're still in
contact with each other. Do you see us
reconciling or is it over for good? Will
I start to feel stronger and heal soon?
Can you please help me?

Got issues? Life not working out the way you want?
Let Tricia tune in and turn ofi loUr In"€ potential,

HURT AND HANGINO

DEAR HUBT AI,ID HAI{GING,

Good communication is crucial in any
relationship but it takes two to tango.
lf your ex is interested in resolution and
strengthening your union you have
a chance. lf not - walk. lf you need to
talk someone into loving and appreciating
you, you are only hurting yourself. To
recover, you have to start being genfle
with you and stop thinking aboui him.
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DREAM HOME
How can you tap into your intuition to
figure out where you should establish
roots and raise yourfamily? ls there
any good wayto make a decision
besldes just trying everything?
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To interpret the voice of your heart
you have to be still and receptive.

lf you imagine living somewhere
and your energy expands, you're
heading in the right direction. lf
it contracts, it's your gut telling
you you're off track. Let your
feelings be your compass.
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